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Start with the end in mind…

Resilience… what do you want?

for YOU...
for your team...

for your family…

Start with the end in mind!  
Be mindful of yourself; your family and your team mates.

What goals do you have for this time?
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Possible C-19 change journey

From the research about responses when someone dies by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, 
The Change Maker Group wrote in the emotional responses that you may be 
experiencing as you go though this situation.

Print off and discuss.
Put initials by where you and your family / team members are.
Know when to give extra support as necessary.

Discussing – sharing – saying how you are feeling, helps you to move through it. 
VERY IMPORTANT.
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Make your own C-19 change curve 
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Here is a blank copy of the change curve for you to duplicate and fill in and share / 
discuss with family / team mates

Note the red back and forth arrows – you may be going between two emotions

How do you need to care for other members and yourself, in the dips?
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Your strain from stress level?
On the lines below,  mark your  stress level

related to your strain…

Negative Positive

Burn out! JOY!!

HIGH                                                 Stress level    =  input                LOW

Strain level  = output

Emphasis: we are ALWAYS under stress (lights/temp/food or lack/ etc.)
What we need is to realise the STRAIN on us – note how resilient you are

Def. of Resilient: to momentarily bend under the strain and then return (grow)
(toughness – buoyancy – adaptability – bouncability - flexibility)

Draw these two lines on a sheet of paper and mark your place frequently.
If the strain gets towards burnout – call for help, it is so important to prevent getting 
to the burnout stage

Where are you now (or recently)?  (May put more than one mark if appropriate)
Mark the top line with the quantity of STRESSORS occurring and the lower line with the 
STRAIN it is having on you
See the example.

Repeat frequently with family & team mates as it is always changing, even within one 
day!
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Your WFH resilience assessment

Please complete this resilience assessment:

This shows responses that would build or  deplete your  resilience 
1- 5 would tend to build your resilience if you said ‘no’

and 6 – 10 would build it if you respond with ‘yes’

Look over your responses  and consider the changes you may want to make.
Pick just one to work on.

BTW – a ‘sometimes’ response is also OK – just keep an eye on it!
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Your WFH strain assessment

Please complete this strain assessment:

Use a scale of  0 – 10 .  0 = none / low / no and 10 = fabulous / perfect / all good /yes!

Scores less that 5 need your attention.
Maybe run these off and have others complete them as well. Check in on each other.

This is a pre-assessment showing where you are NOW.
After you have started the 8-minute  Mind Chi routine, and done the 8-minutes for 28 
days, please take the assessments again to see the difference it has made.

Please let me know Vanda@TheChangeMakerGroup.com and also if you have questions 
or need assistance. 
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Mind Chi Basic 8-minute routine

A quick overview of the 8-minute Mind Chi routine

Based on CBT; proven psychological processes; neurological function and the combined 
authors 90 years of experience!

Four sections:  START – PAST – NOW – FUTURE

Two parts to each section – please see You Tubes, hand outs and SmartUps to provide 
you with lots of support information



Mind Chi START - Step 1 - breath

Place one hand high on your chest, the other over your ‘6-pack’.
Take a few breaths and notice which hand moves more.

First quarter – START – control your body and brain

Place your hands as shown.

If the upper one moves most, you are shallow breathing and NOT getting the oxygen 
that your brain needs (Your brain is about 4% of your body weight, and requires 20% of 
the oxygen of every breath!)

Consciously breath into the tummy, puff it out – full belly breathing.
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For 1 minute

Perform a 
‘square’ belly 
breathin

hold

out

empty

Mind Chi ‘square belly breath’

In – hold – out – empty – each for 3 seconds.

STEP 1 – Breathe

We selected this breath as it requires your attention, 
And because you can not hyperventilate.

The power of the breath is immense – it gives you control over your automatic stress 
responses. 

Perform this breath whenever you feel yourself out of control and feeling strain.



Mind Chi START - Step 2 - attend

Think ‘One, one, one’ for 1 minute.
As soon as an intruding thought comes 
into your head, go up one number. 
Keep track of EVERY thought.

‘One, one..’

Having gained control of your body, now we see how your brain is doing.

Trying to focus on 1 for a minute lets you see how focused (or not) you are.

Use it to decide whether you do a routine activity if you have say 5 + thoughts 
Or tuck in to one that requires your attention if your number is lower.
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Mind Chi Basic PAST

Second quarter – control your past



Mind Chi STEP 3 – PAST - adjust

Mind Chi ADJUST – (NEGATIVE)
Recap past 24 hours
Consider unhelpful acts / words / thoughts
Count them on your NON-dominant hand.

STEP 3 – past – adjust the ‘negative’ responses

Allows you to look back over the past 24 hours and consider where you might have 
acted or spoken or even thought in a more constructive way

The reason is that these incidents are often with those closest and dearest to us.

It is not to berate ourselves, but to say what would I have rather said / done / thought
Slowly to build the responses we want rather than automatic ones, that may damage 
relationships.

Count these on your NON-dominant hand.
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Mind Chi STEP 4 – PAST - associate

Mind Chi ASSOCIATIONS – (successes)
Recap past 24 hours
Consider positive acts / words and     
thoughts – all your successes
Count them on your dominant hand.

STEP 4 – associate – the positive responses

To balance the previous minute, what DID you say / do / think that you  are quietly 
proud or pleased about.

It might be that you put in place one of the ‘lessons’ from Step 3, even if not perfect, it is 
a success step.

Count the positive on your DOMINANT hand.
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Mind Chi Basic - NOW

Third quarter – NOW!

Based on CBT – giving you the awareness and then control over you in the NOW!!

This is what people always say is so important, and here is actually HOW to do it!



Mind Chi STEP 5 – NOW - aware

Please become aware of your 
NOW state:
Body_____________________

Emotions_________________

Actions___________________

Thoughts_________________

STEP 5 – now! Awareness of your responses

A quick building of your awareness of what is happening with your BEAT NOW! 
BEAT is an acronym for Body; Emotions; Actions and Thoughts)

BODY – a quick ‘x-ray’ – where is there tension?  What part of your body is waving a flag 
and saying it is feeling strain? Your ‘soft spot’ the one that goes ‘wrong’ first… sore 
throat? Upset tummy? Stiff neck? Etc..

EMOTIONS – what is your emotional state – think of all your different emotions as 
having a room - Positive ones on one side of the corridor and negative on the other.
If you discover you are in the ‘grumpy’ room, ask if that is the best emotion for what you 
have to DO now?

ACTIONS – check that you were only using the amount of energy the action requires (not 
banging on the key board!)

THOUGHTS – is your internal voice helping or hindering you?
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Mind Chi STEP 6 – NOW - choose
Please CHOOSE your DESIRED state for 
NOW!

Body________________________

Emotions____________________

Actions______________________

Thoughts____________________

ONLY in this moment can you 
make the changes you wish.

STEP 6 – Now! – You get to CHOOSE the BEAT you want!

Now go back and choose the responses you wish.
As you get used to this, you can check and choose in a few seconds – thereby stopping 
strain on your self.

BODY – move, change position, take a break
EMOTION – choose a room with an emotion that will be appropriate for the thing you 
have to DO!
ACTION – just use the energy necessary to achieve the task
THOUGHTS – be your best cheer leader – encourage yourself
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Mind Chi Basic - FUTURE

The Forth Quarter – Future

Having taken care of the past and, now – move to make the future as you wish



Mind Chi STEP 7 – FUTURE - plan

What do you need / want to DO 
over the next 24 hours?

What is your desired BEING (emotional) 
state for those Doings?

STEP 7 – Plan how you wish to BE

Think of the task that you have for the day and consider what emotional states (rooms) 
will be best?

Do you need to be patient; supportive; flexible;  assertive??

You may need to move from room to room, and to return to the positive room when you 
discovered you may have slipped back into the negative!
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Mind Chi STEP 8 – FUTURE - gratitude
Map all those aspects for which you are (or will be) grateful: 

STEP 8 – Gratitude, fill your heart with all the good things

Think of all those things which you are or will be grateful for.

Much research shown that this simple act can help to build your immune system (very 
important right now).

Knowing that you will be doing this each day, increases your conscious awareness  of all 
the little things that happen during your day and lets you value them more.
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Mind Chi Basic 8-minute routine

Summary of the 8-step Mind Chi routine.

Builds the power as you increase the days.



Apply – ‘Just for today!’

YOU 
choose to be in 

CONTROL of YOU!

You may feel very out  of control of most things ‘out there’ at this time, however,
Feeling you can have control over your responses and YOU provides you with RESILIENCE

STOP!!  When yet another something happens, 
First do your square belly breath for a minute
Second, do your BEAT and then respond.

Quite OK to say, ‘Let me think about this for a minute’
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And finally…

For a copy of these slides and 
for more information about 

The Change Maker Group 
and Mind Chi…

please follow this link: 

…and thank you from The Change Maker Group, 
Chi & Vanda

https://www.thechangemakergroup.com/resilienceforchange
and Vanda@TheChangeMakerGroup.com

We are delighted to have been able to share these resilience strategies with you and 
ardently hope they will be of help to you.

Please do feel encouraged to contact Vanda@TheChangeMakerGroup.com if you 
require any clarifications or responses.


